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1 Respondents County of Napa and the Napa County Board of Supervisors (collectively

2 ll "County" or "Board") and Real Parly in Interest Mountain Peak Vineyards, LLC, and alleged

3 ll Real Parly in Interest Hua "Eric" Yuan (collectively, "Mountain Peak") submit this joint brief in

4 ll response to Petitioner Soda Canyon Group's ("Petitioner") Supplemental Brief After Remand to
s ll Consider Atlas Fire Evidence ("Supplemental Brief').
611 INTRODUCTION

7 Under the deferential substantial evidence standard-which Petitioner fails to

8 ll acknowledge in its Supplemental Brief-and based on the evidence in the entire record, the Court

9 ll must uphold the County's decision on remand to affirm its prior approval of the Mountain Peak
10 ll Winery Project ("Project") and its prior denial of Petitioner's administrative appeals. Petitioner
11 ll does not meet its burden of showing that "there is no substantial evidence whatsoever to support
12 ll the findings of the [County]." (Saad v. City of Berkeley (1994) 24 Cal.App.4th 1206, 1212.)
13 ll Petitioner's selective record citations-Project vehicle trips, the asserted condition of Soda
14 ll Canyon Road, residents' evacuation experiences, and loss of life and properq caused by the Atlas
15 ll Fire-do not demonstrate a lack of substantial evidence supporting the Board's findings. The
16 ll Board did not "ignore" this evidence, as Petitioner repeatedly asserts. (Petitioner's Supplemental
17 ll Brief, pp. 1, 6, 7.) The Board considered all evidence in the record and made different inferences
18 ll and conclusions. (See Poncio v. Dept. of Resources Recyding & Recoveiy (2019) 34 Cal.App.5th
19 ll 663, 669 ("When more than one inference can be reasonably deduced from the facts, [the Court]
20 ll cannot substitute its own deductions for that of the [Countyl.").) At bottom, it was reasonable for

21 ll the Board to determine, based on the entire record, that the Project would not adversely affect the
22 ll public health, safety, and welfare in the County. l
23

24 ' Petitioner's references to the Court of Appeal's summary denial of the County's and
25 Mountain Peak's writ petitions and its dismissal of Mountain Peak's appeal as premature have no

bearing on the issue. (Petitioner's Supplemental Brief, pp. 1, 5.) The Court of Appeal did not
26 decide the merits of the County's and Mountain Peak's arguments. (Dhillon v. John Muir Health

(2017) 2 Cal.5th 1109, 1119 (siunmary denial of a writ petition "does not necessarily demonstrate
27 11 that the court has resolved the merits of the petition adversely to the petitioning party"); In re

ll Kennedy 's Estate (1900) 129 Cal. 384, 385 (dismissal of appeal as premature does "not operate as
28 ll an affirrnance of the judgment").)

l-l-
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ARGt7MENT

I. The Substantial Evidence Standard of Review.

Petitioner's Supplemental Brief entirely ignores the substantial evidence standard of

4 ll review that applies to its claim challenging the Board's findings that the Project will not adversely
affect the public health, safety, and welfare in the County. The issue for the Court is not whether

Petitioner can cite evidence that could be interpreted as contradicting the Board's findings, nor is

the question whether the Court would decide the matter in a certain way in the first instance.
Rather, the Court must uphold the County's decision unless Petitioner "show[s] there is no

substantial evidence whatsoever to support the findings of the [Countyl" or, put another way,
"based on the evidence before it, a reasonable person could not have reached [the County's]

decision." (Saad v. Ciffl of Berkeley, supra, 24 Cal.App.4th at p, 1212; Poncio v. Dept. of

Resources Recyding & Recovery, supra, 34 Cal.App.5th at p. 669.) The substantial evidence

standard "requires the reviewing court to consider all relevant evidence in the administrative
record and view that evidence in the light most favorable to the agency's findings, drawing all

inferences in support of those findings. [Citation.] The reviewing court does not substitute its own
findings and inferences for that of the agency." (Akella v. Regents of the University of California
(2021) 61 Cal.App.5th 801, 814.)
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Petitioner's reference to meetings between certain supervisors and Mountain Peak
representatives prior to the remand hearing does not allege any due process violation.
(Petitioner's Supplemental Brief, p. 1 fn. 1.) Ex parte communications prior to a quasi-judicial
hearing are not illegal or inappropriate as long as they are properly disclosed. (Mathew Zaheri
Corp. v. New Motor Vehicle Bd. (1997) 55 Cal.App.4th 1305, 1318 (administrative decision-
maker may have ex parte communications if they are promptly disclosed and the other party is
given an opportunity to respond).) Indeed, supervisors have also disclosed ex parte
cornrnunications with members of Petitioner's organization. (AR 3429, 3448-3450; SR 404.)

It also is irrelevant that two supervisors voted against the Project following the remand
hearing. (Petitioner's Supplemental Brief, pp. 1, s, 8.) The Board is a singular entity that acts as a
whole, by majority vote, as the governing body of the County. (See Coumy of Sonoma v. Superior
Court (2009)173 Cal.App.4th 322, 345 ("a majority of [the board of supervisorsl possesses all
the authority of the whole and effectively becomes the full board").) Here, the Board, as the
governing body of the County, unanimously approved the Project in 2017 and, by majority vote,
affirmed the approval in 2021. (AR 55, 140, 225, 310; SR 9.)

2.-L-
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1 ll II. Substantial Evidenre Supports the Board's Decision on Appeal Ground Number 7.
2 The Board considered Project traffic volumes, the condition of Soda Canyon Road, and

3 ll testimony about residents' experiences evacuating during the Atlas Fire. Substantial evidence in
4 ll the record supports the Board's finding that the history of incidents on Soda Canyon Road does
s 00 not demonstrate that the Pro5ect would have an adverse effect on the public health, safety, and
6 ll welfare in the County.

7 The Board reasonably concluded that Project traffic would not significantly impact

8 ll wildfire evacuations or rescue efforts based on the low existing peak-hour traffic volume, the
9 ll minimal number of vehicles that the Project would add at any given time, and the capacity of

10 ll Soda Canyon Road. (SR s, 7, 8.) Petitioner's focus on the annual and daily number of vehicle
11 ll trips is misleading. The Project traffic analysis-which significantly overstates the Project's
12 ll traffic impacts2-found that during the afternoon peak hour (when the County road network
13 ll experiences its highest volume and, therefore, has the least ability to accommodate additional
14 ll traffic), the Project would add only five eastbound and six westbound vehicle trips to Soda
15 ll Canyon Road. (AR 522.) For comparison, existing afternoon peak hour traffic on Soda Canyon
16 ll Road is 57 eastbound and 109 westbound trips-slightly less than one eastbound and two
17 11 westbound trips per minute. (AR 522.) The capacity of Soda Canyon Road near the Project site is
18 ll 405 vehicles per hour, and 810 vehicles per hour near the road's intersection with Silverado Trail.
19 ll (Id.) Even in the extremely unlikely scenario of a wildfire evacuation when all of the Project's 26
20 ll parking spaces were filled,3 the Project would result in no more than 26 vehicles on Soda Canyon
21 ll Road at one time, much less than the road's capacity of 405 vehicles per hour. (SR 39; AR 522.)
22 ll In sum, substantial evidence supports the Board's finding that the Project would contribute a
23

24

25 2 The traffic analysis for the Project was prepared before the Pro5ect was downsized from
a maximum of 80 visitors per day to 60 visitors per day, a 25% reduction. (AR 49-50, 472; SR

26 40.)

3 As discussed in the following paragraph, Condition of Approval 4.20(i) prohibits any
27 ll visitors and events at the Project site when there is a Red Flag Warning or Public Safety Power

ll Shutoff Warning, which substantially reduces the likelihood of any visitors at the Project site
28 ll duringawildfireevacuation.

-3-
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1 ll negligible amount of vehicles to a road with low existing traffic volumes that are far below the
2 ll road's capacity. (SR s, 7, 8.)

3 In addition, substantial evidence supported the Board's finding that Condition of Approval

4 ll 4.20(i) will substantially reduce the likelihood that Project visitors would be present at the Project
s ll site when a wildfire occurs. (SR s-8.) Condition of Approml 4.20(i) prohibits visitations (tours
6 ll and tastings) and marketing events when a Red Flag Warning or Public Safety Power Shutoff
7 ll Warning is in effect for the Project site. (SR 46.) "Red Flag Warnings are issued for weather
8 ll events that may result in extreme fire behavior that will occur within 24 hours, to alert fire

9 ll departments of the onset, or possible onset, of critical weather and dry conditions that could lead
10 ll to rapid or dramatic increases in wildfire activity." (Id.) Thus, as a retired CalFire staff chief and
11 ll fortner County fire marshal testified, this condition of approval would "eliminate all public events
12 ll on days that present high fire danger, which also reduces the risk to the public." (SR 449.) The
13 ll condition does not eliminate the risk, but it was reasonable for the Board to determine that

14 ll Condition of Approval 4.20(i) will substantially reduce the number of people at the Project site in
15 ll the event of a wildfire. (SR s-8.)

16 ll The Board considered the condition of Soda Canyon Road and reasonably concluded that

17 ll it has sufficient capacity and roadway width to accommodate evacuation traffic and emergency
18 ll responders. (SR 8.) The County traffic engineer testified in 2017 that Soda Canyon Road was not
19 ll unique in terms of its pavement condition or its accident history and that there were many
20 ll County-maintained roads in similar condition. (AR 3670-3675.) Since then, the County has
21 11 repaved roughly three miles of Soda Canyon Road and installed 300 feet of guardrails.= (SR 120.)
22 ll The County Engineering Departrnent determined that Soda Canyon Road would meet the
23 ll minimum standards under the draft 2021 State Minimum Firc Safe Regulation by maintaining a

24 11 20-foot clear width suitable to serve as a traffic lane for the length of the road. (SR 115.)
25 The Board considered testimony about vehicle congestion on Soda Canyon Road during

26 ll the Atlas Fire, including the declaration of Linda Savoie, which described vehicles from opposite
27

4 Despite these recent improvements, Petitioner erroneously asserts that Soda Canyon
28 ll Road is "highly deteriorated." (Petitioner's Supplemental Brief, p. 2.)

-4-
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1 ll directions converging near the Project site and stopping to discuss the best course of evacuation
2 ll (SR 247). It was reasonable for the Board to conclude that the congestion was not a result of a
3 ll lack of capacity of the road. (SR s, 8.) The Board also considered the declaration of Cynthia
4 10 Gmpp, which described a tree falling and temporarily blocking the road. (SR 207-208.) The
s ll Board found (and Petitioner does not dispute) that this occurred "despite the existence of the
6 ll Pro5ect and the Pro5ect contains no features that would exacerbate the potential for more bees to
7 ll fall and create roadway obstacles." (SR 4-s, 7.) The Board also found that despite the possibility
8 ll of trees falling and blocking Soda Canyon Road, the road has sufficient capacity for additional
9 ll traffic and the Pro5ect would add only a minimal amount of vehicles. (SR 7.)

10 The Court should disregard Petitioner's assertion that a tree on the Pro5ect site

11 ll subsequently fell during a windstorm in 2020. (Petitioner's Supplemental Brief, pp. 7, 9.) The
12 ll Court remanded this matter to the Board for the limited purpose of considering the specific
13 ll excerpts of declarations and exhibits related to the Atlas Fire that were identified in the Coint's
14 ll order of June 17, 2019. As the County Counsel stated at the Board's remand hearing, "additional
15 ll trees that may or may not have fallen across the road later or other events that happened after [the
16 ll Atlas Firel that's not in the declarations won't be considered by the Board." (SR 435.) Even if
17 ll appropriate to consider, this fact does not impair the Board's finding that trees can fall "despite
18 ll the existence of the Project and the Project contains no features that would exacerbate the
19 ll potential for more trees to fall and create roadway obstacles." (SR 5.)

20 ll III. Substantial Evidence Supports the Board's Decision on Appeal Ground Number 8.
21 The Board considered the potential for Project visitors to be trapped during a wildfire,

22 11 Petitioner's assertion that vineyards on the Project site burned in the Atlas Fire,5 residents'
23

s Counsel for Mountain Peak disputed this assertion at the hearing before the Court on
24 ll February 1, 2019, and again at the remand hearing. (SR 467 ("That vineyard, my client has
25 personal knowledge of this, I have already pointed this out to the Superior Court, Mountain Peak

vineyard did not burn naturally. It was a controlled burn by CAL FIRE that occurred after the
26 [Atlas] [F]ire. Not to say that vineyards can never burn, but as Staff recognized in its report, these

are lower risk situations.").) Even if vineyards on the Project site had burned in the Atlas Fire,
27 ll substantial evidence supported the Board's findings that vineyards are lower fire risk than native

ll vegetation and can provide a safe haven for sheltering in place if evacuation is not possible. (SR
28 ll 6 7,)

s.-J-
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l ll experiences taking shelter in vineyards and being evacuated by helicopter, Project traffic
2 ll volumes," and information about the loss of life and property from the Atlas Fire. Substantial
3 ll evidence in the record supports the Board's finding that the Project's location in a Very High Fire
4 ll Hazard Severity Zone does not demonstrate that the Project would have an adverse effect on the
s ll public health, safety, and welfare in the County.
6 The Board reasonably concluded that Project visitors and employees could shelter in place

7 ll during a wildfire if evacuation down Soda Canyon Road were not possible. (SR 6-7.) The Board
8 ll considered the declarations of Glenn Schreuder and Linda Savoie, which described their

9 ll experiences sheltering in vineyards during the Atlas Fire until they were evacuated by helicopters.
10 ll (SR 248-250, 253-254.) The Board also considered the maps of the Atlas Fire in Exhibit s of
11 ll Anthony Asxger's declaration. (SR 144-163.) The Board found that these maps showed reduced
12 ll damage in areas (like the Pro5ect site) with vineyard development, which supported its finding
13 ll that vineyards provide a lower fire risk than areas of native vegetation. (SR 4.) The Board
14 ll reasonably concluded that the Project site contains substantial areas of reduced fire hazard
15 ll because most of the properff is planted in vineyard, and that vineyards on the Pro5ect site could
16 ll provide a safe haven for sheltering in place during a wildfire if evacuation down Soda Canyon
17 11 Road is delayed. (SR s-7.) Furthermore, the Board reasonably concluded that Condition of
18 ll Approval 4.20(i) would substantially reduce the potential for visitors to be present at the Project
19 ll site during a wildfire by prohibiting all visitation and marketing events at the most Iikely times
20 ll when wildfires occur (i.e., on Red Flag Warning or Public Safety Power Shutoff Warning days).
21 The Board also considered the Project's location in a Very High Fire Hazard Severity

22 ll Zone and information about the loss of life and propem7 from the Atlas Fire. While the deaths and
23 ll destruction caused by the Atlas Fire are tragic, substantial evidence supported the Board's
24 ll determination that the Project would not adversely affect the public health, safety, and welfare of
25 ll the County. The Board found (and Petitioner does not dispute) that the Project will comply with
26 ll the more rigorous fire safety standards that apply to new construction in Very High Fire Hazard
27

28 6 Project traffic volumes are addressed in Section II above.
-6-
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l ll Severity Zones. (SR s-6.) The Project was reviewed in 2017 and again in 2021 and was

2 ll recommended for approval by the County Fire Marshal each time. (SR 117.) An independent
3 ll wildfire consultant (a licensed architect, retired CalFire staff chief, and former County fire
4 ll marshal) also testified that the "project design and the planning represents some of the highest
s ll levels of wildfire resilience that we know about today. There's never going to be a hundred
6 ll percent guarantee that any structure will be immune from wildfire impacts, but the quality of this
7 ll project has substantially reduced the known factors affecting structures and loss problems today."
8 ll (SR449.)

9 ll IV. Substantial Evidence Supports the Board's Decision on Appeal Grounds Numbers 9
10 and 10.

11 Petitioner's arguments concerning Appeal Grounds Numbers .9 and 10-Project traffic

12 ll volumes, the condition of Soda Canyon Road, testimony about residents' experiences evacuating
13 ll during the Atlas Fire, and speculation that trees could fall in the future-are fully addressed in
14 11 Sections II and n? above. Substantial evidence in the record supports the Board's finding that the
15 ll risk of a wildfire on Soda Canyon Road does not demonstrate that the Project would have an
16 ll adverse effect on the public health, safety, and welfare in the County. Substantial evidence in the
17 ll record also supports the Board's finding that the Project would not increase the risk of fire or
18 ll significantly impact rescue efforts.

1911 CONCLUSION

20 Substantial evidence supports the County's findings and decision affirming the Project

21 ll approval and denying the appeals on the ground that the Project will not adversely affect the
22 ll public health, safety, and welfare in the County. The Petition for Writ of Mandate should be
23 11 denied.

24
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